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Abstract: This paper proposes a novel approach to audio game design by introducing the concept of
speech puzzles (spuzzles) to describe the utilisation of recorded voice for the creation of audio puzzles
in ways that challenge players’ different listening modes. In the fields of audio games and audio-
interactive applications, speech serves instructive, descriptive, narrative, and in some cases—in the
form of hints or quizzes—gameplay purposes by addressing users through language. The suggested
approach of spuzzles extends this potential by including, besides encoded meaning, the acoustic
properties of sound, thus engaging the user’s causal and reduced listening modes in parallel with the
semantic listening mode. An audio game consisting of four inherently different spuzzles was designed
as proof of concept and tested by seven third-year students of Audiovisual Arts, who elaborated
on their experience through a focus group semi-structured discussion. Despite their difficulty, the
spuzzles were well accepted by most of the participants (5/7), whereas all participants agreed on their
acoustic richness, need for concentration, and independence from pre-existing musical knowledge.
Therefore, the authors suggest that the proposed design approach could serve as a paradigm for
future research in the design of complex audio-based game mechanics.
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1. Introduction

Audio games (AGs) are electronic interactive applications, in which sound is used as
the main modality to represent information [1]. Their evolution differs significantly from
that of video games, in which ocularcentrism has to a great extent limited sound to a merely
ornamental role. AGs have managed to exploit the benefits of ever-changing new media,
from text-to-speech computer software to handheld electronic devices, and from arcade
consoles to mobile applications and augmented reality environments, thus shaping novel
game mechanics and in some cases producing popular titles [2]. Yet, AGs are still a long
way from addressing a wide audience as their visual counterparts do. Considering the
documented benefits of audio interaction not only in the field of entertainment, but also in
education, cultural heritage, art, and creativity, there is a great need to raise the general
public’s awareness about the AG genre [3].

For this purpose, AG designers should advance their understanding of the AG de-
sign process, in order to create challenging and exciting audio-interactive experiences.
However, the AG designer community is rather small and has important challenges to
overcome [4]. Urbanek and Güldenpfennig suggest that the use of sound constitutes
a “change of modality” that fundamentally differentiates AG from video game proto-
typing, making it inherently difficult to draw upon knowledge and practices from the
field of video game design, while the existing AG design guidelines are lacking scientific
documentation [5]. Another challenge pertains to one of the main drives behind AG design,
namely their accessibility for visually impaired people. On one hand, AGs that address
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blind users have been criticised as being too simple [6]. On the other hand, by adding
complexity to the audio representation of the game’s facets, it becomes too difficult for
sighted players who have not developed their listening skills sufficiently to accomplish
the game’s tasks without visual support [7]. Making the game not just accessible but truly
inclusive, i.e., an experience as similar as possible for sighted and visually impaired players,
requires a careful design of the sonification strategy from the start of the development
process [8]. Last, the design of additional layers of audio information to create interactive
immersive environments must fulfil the needs of both functionality and aesthetics [9]. In
other words, the acoustic experience must not only serve the game’s mechanics but also be
artistically appealing.

This research aims to contribute to AG design research by investigating a new design
approach for AG mechanics proposed by the authors, which employs the acoustic properties
of speech for shaping puzzles that challenge players’ different listening modes. As proof
of concept, the game “Break the Audio Code” was designed to demonstrate different
facets of this “spuzzles” (speech + puzzles) approach, from using unprocessed speech
recordings to complementing them with background sounds, and from applying simple
editing actions to heavily manipulating the recordings via audio effects, in order to engage
players’ semantic, causal, and reduced listening. The acceptance of spuzzles was evaluated
in a playtesting session and a consequent semi-structured discussion by a focus group
comprised of seven students of the Audiovisual Arts Department of the Ionian University
in Greece. The authors are aware of the limitations of their research, since the number of
the participants is small, their profile similar, and no quantitative data were analysed. In
this research, a qualitative research approach was employed aiming to provide preliminary
insights regarding the perception of spuzzles that could serve as the basis for their future
systematic design and utilisation. Since spuzzles employ different listening modes and
thus exercise players’ listening skills, they could be used to address the aforementioned
challenge that sighted players are failing to cope with complex AG mechanics (Figure 1).
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The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the theoretical
framework of this research focusing on its two main axes, (a) puzzles and (b) speech, in AG
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design. Section 3 describes the game itself, as well as some salient design aspects. Section 4
analyses the authors’ methodology for the evaluation of the experiment, and Section 5
presents the results in terms of the authors’ observations, the participants’ performance,
and the content of the focus group discussion. Section 6 discusses the results, and Section 7
reports the preliminary conclusions. All data pertaining to this research, including game
content and discussion recording, have been uploaded onto Open Science Framework
(OSF) and are available via this link: https://osf.io/tcwea/?view_only=cb2824ad31284e0
5ac04f9889f50094e, accessed on 28 April 2024.

2. Background
2.1. Puzzles in AG Design

Discussing AG mechanics, Archambault et al. discern four different AG sub-genres:
(i) action AGs, which test a player’s timing and dexterity; (ii) exploration AGs, which
involve on the navigation of auditory spaces; (iii) management/simulation AGs, which are
based on the organisation of audio resources; and (iv) puzzle AGs, which present players
with challenges that test their problem-solving skills [10]. In a broader context, game design
experts Rollings and Adams define puzzles in general as “primarily mental challenges” [11].
The principles of audio puzzles are quite similar to those of video puzzles: solving them
requires concentration, logic, strategy, pattern recognition, and other cognitive functions.
Sometimes they are included in video games to intrigue players with their alternative
gameplay [12]. In the context of AGs, audio puzzles can play a complementary role as
necessary challenges for the plot to progress or a new space to unlock, or they can even
constitute the game’s main mechanic. In all cases, players need to listen carefully to the
acoustic and/or musical properties of the audio stimuli, including pitch, timbre, dynamics,
rhythmicality, consonance, and/or micro- and macro-structure, in order to find the solution.

Recorded and played back raw or processed through audio effects, speech lies at the
heart of the spuzzles concept. In AG puzzle design, the conventional utilisation of speech
is limited to the inclusion of narrative elements (hints, questions, enigmas, etc.), which
require players to comprehend the meaning of the spoken words. This mechanic challenges
only the semantic listening mode. However, according to Chion, there are at least three
listening modes: (a) semantic listening, when one interprets a message carried by a code or
a language; (b) causal listening, when one tries to identify the sound’s source and gather
information about its generative process; and (c) reduced listening, when one focuses on the
characteristics of the sound itself, ignoring its cause and meaning [13]. All three listening
modes operate in tandem, are subject to subjective as well as objective criteria, and can be
exercised and developed in the context of instructive experiences [14].

The proposed spuzzle approach is novel in AG puzzle design because it extends the
potential of speech beyond simple meaning to the acoustic properties and the realistic and
symbolic references they can carry. Besides employing their semantic way of listening,
players are thus required to employ their reduced and causal listening modes. This could
enhance the educational and entertaining aspects of the genre. Liljedahl and Papworth
suggest that with intelligent AG design, sighted players have the potential to overcome
their difficulties in audio-only interaction [15]. This research aims to explore the meaningful
inclusion of spuzzles in AG design by investigating the acceptance of spuzzles in an AG
experience. As proof of concept, the authors designed an AG consisting of four spuzzles,
each with a different design approach, tested it with seven sighted participants, and
extracted preliminary conclusions through a semi-structured discussion.

2.2. Speech in AG Design

Speech occupies just a portion of our everyday acoustic environment, yet it constitutes
the primary medium for information distribution [16]. Research in the field of psychoa-
coustics has demonstrated the increased sensitivity of human hearing in the mid-frequency
range (from lower-mid to higher-mid) [17], hinting at the species’ evolutionary focus on the
voice and the messages it expresses. In audio-visual media, the voice has been said to have
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a captivating power compared to other elements, a phenomenon which has been called
“vococentrism” [18]. When included in an audio-only environment, such as an audio film,
words and phrases become so vital for understanding the action that they can distract from
other non-verbal sounds or even overshadow them [19].

In AG design, speech is regarded as one of the three basic auditory elements along
with music and sound, namely the one responsible for the transmission of knowledge: from
the announcement of news or advice to the description of scenes, actions, and plot [20,21].
Researchers consider the dependency on verbal information to be one of the genre’s
decisive factors, with some even discerning between two types of AG: those using spoken
descriptions and those using only non-verbal audio cues [10,22]. Speech has also served
as one of the main modalities to facilitate accessibility for the visually impaired. Since the
early history of AG around the end of 1970s, any text-based game can become accessible to
blind players via a screen reader [8].

The existing uses of speech in AG design include: (i) instruction, (ii) description,
(iii) narration, and (iv) mechanics. These categories are not to be seen as disconnected
from one another, but rather as intertwined manifestations of one common, inherent
characteristic: they all rely on the semantic function of speech, on the meaning it carries.
The following examples, drawn not only from AGs but also from the broader field of
audio-interactive applications, demonstrate the broad range of the semantic use of speech.

On the most basic level, verbal audio delivers the necessary instructions for setting up
and starting the game. Listening to the available options is particularly useful to visually
impaired players who cannot rely on any graphical interface [23]. The instructions on how
to enter the game are often complemented by a brief description of the goal and relevant
tasks [24]. In other cases, an audio tutorial guides new players throughout their first contact
with the game environment [25]. Spoken instructions are also included in the main game
to describe the scene and remind players of current tasks [26]. This support can be in the
form of an audio guide that introduces players to the important elements of each stage [27].
Balan et al. have reviewed various educational AGs on subjects including mathematics,
programming, and biology, in which speech delivers instructions, announces the tasks at
hand, and explains the educational content [28].

In terms of description, verbal audio is regarded as the most direct way to describe
visual information. Albeit tedious and not without disadvantages compared to other soni-
fication techniques, speech is more flexible in attributing subtle differentiations and/or
sub-categories of an information structure [29]. Personal audio guides typically utilise
spoken descriptions of cultural content to offer augmented-reality-enhanced tourist expe-
riences [30]. Verbal description of points of interest can not only refer to the real world
but also represent in detail a fictional world, such as the medieval setting with mages and
monsters in [31].

The more an audio guide is combined with the game element of exploration, the
more mere description of information is enriched with narrative elements. Players are told
the game’s story and provided with cues as to the necessary route or other hints about
required actions, to follow that story [32]. In that context, speech lies at the intersection
of describing the game world and being part of the game’s mechanics. Players need to
interpret the meaning of the spoken words, in order to find the right path and pursue the
game’s objectives. An interactive audio story with both historical and fantasy elements can
thus be shaped via monologues and/or dialogues, which are often binaurally recorded to
enhance player’s immersion in the audio-represented world [2,33].

Another means for speech-facilitated mechanics is a spoken quiz, in which players
are asked a question and must input the correct answer to enter the next stage [34]. Verbal
output from the system to the user seems to be so well accepted that the input of voice
commands has been suggested to facilitate two-way verbal interaction [35]. However, the
need for sophisticated techniques to facilitate natural speech communication has been
stressed [36]. Nowadays, text-to-speech (TTS) technology has been greatly advanced by
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artificial intelligence that employs natural language processing (NLP) technologies to mimic
the human voice and provide meaningful feedback [37].

In consideration of the importance of verbal audio, the authors of this research have
investigated an alternative use for speech in the context of AGs, namely its use as a raw
material for the design of audio puzzles. They suggest that the implementation of spuzzles
can shape new possibilities in AG experiences, since players are required to concentrate
on the acoustic properties of speech, rather than only on its meaning. Speech has an
intuitive impact on human psychology; it features a universal intimacy. It can thus serve as
an efficient medium for training sighted players for complex audio-only interaction and
potentially help them overcome their difficulty in completing challenging AG tasks.

The potential of spuzzles to exercise players’ listening skills is further enhanced by
the educational function of games in general and puzzles in particular. The motivational
power of gamification practices is widely accepted as their main benefit to the learning
process [38]. However, research has recently started to focus on investigating the correlation
between specific game mechanisms and learning outcomes [39]. Aligned with learning
theories, such as problem solving and flow, findings have shown that challenging puzzles,
even without the support of immersive elements (narratives, avatars), have a positive effect
on learning both directly and via increasing engagement [40]. As a result, puzzle games
have been applied to promote critical and creative thinking on a variety of topics [41–43].

To the authors’ knowledge, there has been only one approach to exploring the potential
of the acoustic properties of verbal information rather than its meaning. Walker et al. have
suggested “spearcons”, a technique of speeding up a spoken phrase until it loses its speech
recognizability, as a flexible way to sonically express menu items [44]. However, the
spuzzles proposed in this paper differentiate themselves in various fundamental ways:
(a) they pertain to the creation of audio puzzles rather than audio menus; (b) they can
potentially employ all audio processing techniques rather than only variable playback
speed; and (c) they do not eliminate the recognizability of speech, but instead retain
the semantic connection with the represented information, in order to serve potential
informative and narrative purposes in parallel.

3. Game Design

This section analyses the design of the four spuzzles of the AG “Break the Audio
Code” designed by the authors for the purpose of this research. The content of the game
was sought in the typography collection of the Ionian University Museum in Corfu, Greece.
The collection is situated at the Ionian University Department of Archives, Library Science,
and Museology, and exhibits machines, tools, and objects related to various phases of the
production of printed or typed archival material. More specifically, the exhibits fall under
the categories: (i) typesetting, (ii) printing, (iii) bookbinding, and (iv) typing. One exhibit
was selected from each of those categories, and a descriptive text was provided by the
museum for each of the selected exhibits. The texts were narrated and recorded by the
corresponding author (male voice), and these recordings served as raw material for the
creation of four respective spuzzles (Figure 2).

There were three major specifications in the design of the spuzzles:

1. In terms of mechanics, they had to engage players’ different listening modes: semantic,
causal, and reduced.

2. They also had to highlight important aspects of the represented exhibit. This meant
that conceptual connections had to be established between selected information and
its sonic representation.

3. The audio outcome had to be clear to the listeners, providing all the necessary clues
to solve the puzzle.

In consideration of the above, all recordings were first processed through “noise
reduction” and “compression” effects, which removed any unwanted background ambience
and increased the volume of the remaining voice. For the design of the audio puzzle, the
methodology previously proposed by the authors was followed, according to which a
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thorough research and analysis of the information to be sonified leads to designing the
game’s genre, levels, and mechanics [45]. The authors relied on two axes of description for
each of the exhibit: (a) the item’s purpose and historical importance in terms of the general
category that it belongs to (typing, bookbinding, printing, typesetting), and (b) the item’s
specific information in the narrated text.
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It was decided that the solution of each puzzle be a two-digit number (10–99), as it
is an easily manageable piece of information. Establishing semantic connections between
sound and exhibit was quite simple since the source of information consisted of spoken
language. The causal and reduced connections proved to be more complicated to forge,
as elements of the item itself and the function it serves essentially had to be symbolically
represented by audio properties and processes. Any audio effects used for this purpose
should be unambiguous and avoid causing cognitive overload. From this perspective, the
authors felt that their role as designers were reminiscent of that of a neurosurgeon, who
performs a delicate operation.

The design of each spuzzle is analysed below:
Spuzzle 01. “Typesetting”—targeted listening mode: Semantic
The exhibit that was selected for this puzzle is a large piece of furniture with typo-

graphic cases with the following text narrated and recorded:
Within a printing house, each typeface had a family of letters (font), in all even sizes (from 6 to

72). The smaller drawers contained from the middle upwards Latin characters and from the middle
downwards their respective punctuation marks.

The authors’ intention was to highlight the main function of this exhibit, which is
to store the letters and all other symbols for the typesetting process. Thus, the authors
attempted to draw players’ attention to one basic property of these characters, namely
their size. The semantic approach was selected for turning these words into a puzzle.
Players need to listen carefully and think about how many different font sizes are stored in
the exhibit. Since only even sizes are mentioned, including both 6 and 72, the “solution
formula” is (72 − 6)/2 + 1, which results in 34.
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Spuzzle 02. “Typing”—targeted listening mode: Causal
The selected exhibit is an AEG Mignon 3 Typewriter, and it was accompanied by the

following recording:
The AEG machine was manufactured in the year 1915 in Germany, and it is the Mignon

3 model. Its keyboard covers German-speaking countries (Latin characters) and works with a letter
indicator. It is black, medium size, with a white keyboard, and weighs about 8.2 kg.

The typewriter is a device of the modern world. People are familiar with the object
itself, more so with the act of typing, whether it is on an old-fashioned machine or a
computer keyboard. The authors wanted to highlight the importance of this invention
by means of the characteristic “clickety-clack” sound, so the sound of twenty clickety-
clacks was placed in the background of the narration, spread out irregularly throughout
its duration. Players need to discern the sounds behind the speech, employ their causal
listening to understand that the sound source pertains to the exhibit, and count them.

Spuzzle 03. “Printing”—targeted listening mode: Reduced
The selected exhibit is a foot-operated electric printing press. The recorded text was

processed as follows:
The foot-o’erated and electrically driven u’right ‘rinting ‘ress has an ink, the form moves and

goes u’ and down, and it could be worked with the foot or with a motor that turned the wheel, and
the ‘age was ‘rinted. Then, the clean ‘a’er was ‘laced for the next ‘rint.

Printing is also a process that many people relate with in their everyday life. The
authors’ intention was to highlight the need for something printed to be complete and
clear to the detail. When printing text, if even a letter is problematic, then the outcome is
not satisfactory. This was acoustically represented by omitting a letter from the recording
through editing. Players need to concentrate on the acoustic pauses and realize that they
always occur on the letter ‘p’, which is number 16 in the Greek alphabet.

Spuzzle 04. “Bookbinding”—targeted listening mode: Reduced
The selected exhibit is the binding cutting machine “No 23959 Karl Krause Leip
zig”. It was presented through the following text recording: The Karl Krause Leipzig

cutting machine No. 23959 was manufactured in the late 19th century and was a useful tool for the
bookbinder. This cutter is suitable for cutting large quantities of paper in the same dimension. It
also serves in cutting the three sides of the book equally when it was necessary.

How a book is bound is something unknown to the majority of people. Thus, the
authors wanted to highlight the process itself, as it is described in the text. For that purpose,
the “chorus” audio processing effect was applied to most of the recording, up until “equally
when it is necessary”. The chorus effect creates slightly out-of-tune copies of the initial
sound. The authors created two such copies, one played back slightly faster and the other
slightly slower, and placed them to the maximum left and right positions of the stereo
panorama, respectively, while keeping the initial voice in the centre. As a result, players
listen to three distinct voices, and when the effect stops only one voice remains. The
point where this happens (bold letters) was carefully selected to express a metaphorical
connection to the bookbinding process. The three voices played back through different
speeds represent the three sides of the book, and when these are cut “equally” only one
voice remains. The solution is from “3 to 1” thus 31.

As demonstrated in Table 1, two spuzzles were designed to target players’ semantic
and causal modes of listening, respectively, the first one by presenting the recorded text
unmodified and the second one by mixing it with a non-verbal background sound. The
other two spuzzles target players’ reduced listening mode, one by muting parts of the
recording, and the other by mixing the recording with two copies of itself played back at
different speeds and panned to the extreme left and right sides of the acoustic space.
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Table 1. Spuzzles’ sound design and scope.

Spuzzle Applied Audio Process Targeted Listening Mode

“Typesetting” None Semantic

“Typing” Mixing
(sound added in the background) Causal

“Printing” Silencing
(specific audio parts muted) Reduced

“Bookbinding” Chorus & Panning
(out-of-tune copies placed Left & Right) Reduced

4. Evaluation Methodology

For conducting their investigation, the authors selected the qualitative research ap-
proach. Qualitative research aims at investigating in depth rather than breadth the experi-
ence of participants in natural, non-experimental settings [46]. The purpose of this research
can be summed up in the following research question:

RQ: How do sighted players perceive spuzzles as an audio-only puzzle mechanic?
In qualitative research, the purposeful rather than random selection of a focus group

composed of individuals who share connections with the phenomenon under examination
maximises the understanding of their perspective [47]. By means of data collection tech-
niques including observations and interviews, researchers attempt to dive into participants’
thoughts and thus gain important insight into the complexity of their shared experience.
Thus, for this research, the selected methods included a focus group, observation of their
performance, and semi-structured discussion about their experience.

The participants were recruited from the student body of the Ionian University De-
partment of Audio and Visual Arts, where the authors teach. More specifically, a total of
seven individuals (four males, three females, aged 20–23), all students of the fifth semester
course “Interactive Multimedia”, were gathered in the classroom equipped with personal
computers where the weekly course takes place. The participants had already attended a 3
h lecture on audio-interactive applications and audio games the week before.

In the beginning, the participants were informed about the terms and scope of the
research: they would first fill in a technographic questionnaire, then split into teams
and play a collaborative audio game of puzzles, and then take part in a semi-structured
discussion about their experience. The discussion would be horizontal, meaning that they
would be able to reply to the questions posed by the moderator, as well as comment on
each other’s replies, openly and in no particular order. They were reassured that they can
quit the process at any time and were asked to provide their consent in written form. No
explanation was given prior to the game regarding its content or the spuzzle design method
to ensure that the participants would not form any preconceptions.

The technographic questionnaire helped researchers to expand their understanding
of the participants’ background and thus orient them in an appropriate way towards the
research goal. More specifically, the participants were required to estimate their own
experience with (i) puzzle games (PGs), (ii) audio games (AGs), (iii) audio technology (AT),
and (iv) music education (ME), using a scale from 1 to 4 (1 = none, 2 = a little, 3 = adequate,
4 = a lot). Table 2 demonstrates the participants’ profiles with the individual “scores”
and their total sum. The two participants with the highest total score (F and G) are both
very confident in the AT and ME categories. From the remaining participants, E and A
demonstrate, respectively, the highest and lowest experience in AT and ME, while their
self-evaluation in categories PG and AG is the same. Lastly, participants B, C, and D share
similar profiles, feeling slightly more comfortable with the gaming aspect (PG and AG)
than with that of sound (AT and ME).
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Table 2. Participants’ technographic profiles.

Participant # XP in Puzzle
Games

XP in Audio
Games

XP in Audio
Tech

XP in Music
Education Total

A 3 2 1 1 7

B 2 3 2 3 10

C 4 3 2 2 11

D 4 3 2 2 11

E 3 2 3 3 11

F 2 2 4 4 12

G 4 3 4 4 15

It must be noted here that after filling in the technographic questionnaire, participant
B had to unexpectedly leave for a while. Based on the questionnaire findings, the authors
divided the six remaining participants into the three following teams and decided that if
participant B returned, he would join team Y (Figure 3):

• Team X included the “strong in sound” participants F and G;
• Team Y included the participants who were identical in all aspects and slightly more

confident in gaming, C and D;
• Team Z included the participants A and E.
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Figure 3. Organisation of the participants.

After shaping the teams, the authors explained the game rules to the participants. Each
team would be stationed in front of a computer with four pdf documents on its desktop
and be given four links to corresponding mp3 audio files, which have been uploaded to an
online folder. The documents are locked and can only be opened if the correct two-digit
password is entered. Each document includes the picture of the corresponding exhibit.
Players need to listen to the mp3s and solve the spuzzles to extract the two-digit passwords.
There was also a fifth locked document in the author’s laptop that would open if all four
passwords were inserted in the correct order. That would be the chronological appearance
of the typographical processes: typesetting–printing–bookbinding–typing. The team that
first solves all four spuzzles and opens the fifth document is the winner. The game would
have a maximum duration of 1 h. Every 10 min, the teams get one chance to open each
of the documents. This window of opportunity is a restriction that prevents participants
from massively trying out different passwords without careful consideration. It would help
them to organise their thoughts and prioritise potential solutions.

Regarding the fifth document, the inclusion of a meta-puzzle as the endgame is a very
common technique in puzzle organisation [48]. Players are presented at once with several
subsets of the meta-puzzle as prerequisites for the final solution and can solve them in
any order they wish (Figure 4). The authors implemented this strategy in structuring the
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game for two important reasons. First, a linear path for solving the puzzles would pose the
danger that the latter would not be examined if the former were not solved. A non-linear
meta-puzzle gives players motivation and freedom to plan their own strategy, whereas the
opening of the in-between pdfs essentially reports on their progress. Second, to solve the
meta-puzzle, players need to consider the chronological order of the exhibits, and in doing
so they engage with their cultural context. This is aligned with a crucial factor proposed in
the literature for enhancing learning in the field of virtual heritage, namely to establish a
relationship between users, virtual content, and cultural context [49].
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After providing the procedural information, the authors provided the narrative context.
The participants would play the role of activists that oppose a corrupted tycoon, who has
illegally amassed a typographical collection. They have broken into his office and are
looking for the password to hack into his cryptocurrency server and destroy his financial
empire. They have planted a glitch in the alarm system that allows them to enter potential
passwords every 10 min. The authors implemented this fictional setting to excite the
participants’ curiosity and fantasy and enhance their immersion in the game process.
Storytelling is a fundamental element of game design [50] that has also gained a lot of
attention in the context of cultural visits [51].

All of the above steps were completed in 40 min, after which the game started. During
the game, the author made notes of his observations. The winning team completed the
game in 40 min (fourth opportunity window). After a small break of 15 min, the session
continued with the discussion, which was recorded for further analysis.

The discussion was semi-structured with open questions. The authors had predefined
some criteria to analyse the participants’ replies. Thus, they would be able to focus on
specific factors, while being open to any new ones that might come up. These criteria were:

• RQ-cr01.: the participants’ background;
• RQ-cr02.: the participants’ enjoyment;
• RQ-cr03.: the game’s perceived difficulty;
• RQ-cr04.: the game’s perceived potential to exercise listening skills.

Throughout the discussion, the participants were encouraged to comment on each
other’s thoughts and ideas. All solutions to the spuzzles were also explained and dis-
cussed. Occasionally, the author would address the more “quiet” participants to ensure
that their opinions were heard as well. In general, the discussion revolved around the
following questions:

• What did you think of the experience?
• Would you play a game of spuzzles again?
• What do you think about the game’s difficulty?
• What did you like and/or not like?
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• What would you change in the design of the game?
• What kind of strategy did you follow (in general, and/or in each specific spuzzle)?
• What did you think about the voice as the main carrier of information?
• What do you think about the game enhancing your connection to the exhibit?
• What do you think about the game developing your acoustic perception?

5. Results

This section presents the results of the experimental playtest session, which include the
authors’ observations noted down throughout the process, the participants’ performance
in the game, and their feedback drawn from the recorded focus group discussion.

5.1. Researcher’s Observations

At the beginning of the game process, all teams were particularly silent and seemed
focused. Each team had only one set of headphones, so team members listened to the
puzzles in rotation. Very often they remained contemplative before sharing their reasoning
with the other team members. In each 10 min round, multiple listenings of the puzzles
were performed. All teams were taking notes of the possible solutions and were quiet when
talking to each other so as not to annoy the other teams.

As the game progressed, teams X and Z seemed to become more joyful, as they were
talking louder, smiling, and sometimes laughing. Both these teams were eager to try
out new passwords and asked for more frequent opportunity windows. On the other
hand, team Y remained mostly silent with face expressions and body language sometimes
showing frustration. Around 25 min into the game, team Z asked for some help and all
teams enthusiastically agreed. In response, the author suggested that all teams are granted
one clue for a puzzle of their choice. Then, he thought of and noted down the following
clues to provide if asked:

• Bookbinding = “Does it sound like what it does?” (a hint at the metaphor between the
audio process and the typographical function);

• Typing = “Is an author really alone?” (a hint at the existence of the typing sound in
the background);

• Printing = “Print it again, please!” (a hint at the faulty printing result due to the
missing letter);

• Typesetting = “We ‘ve got all that fits your needs!” (a hint at the described variety of
different fonts).

At the end of the game, teams X and Z burst into applause, whereas team Y seemed
relieved. They all seemed a little exhausted from the effort, therefore the author said they
could have a 15 min break.

5.2. Participants’ Performance

Team X was the winner by completing the game in the fourth round, in around 40 min
game time. In their first attempt, they solved the typing and bookbinding spuzzles, and
in the next round the typesetting spuzzle. After three failed attempts with the printing
spuzzle, they asked for a clue and thus managed to solve it in their fourth attempt.

The author allowed the other teams to complete their fourth attempt as well. Team
Z had already solved two spuzzles: typing in the first and printing in the second round.
Then, they asked for the typesetting clue but did not manage to find the correct passwords
in the remaining rounds. Team Y had solved the typing spuzzle in round two and then
asked for the printing clue. In the last attempt, they managed to solve the bookbinding
spuzzle. In the meantime, after round 1, participant B had returned and joined team Y,
which was at that time behind in score. Table 3 demonstrates all teams’ progress.
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Table 3. Teams’ progress.

Spuzzles Solved in: Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 Sum of Spuzzles Solved

Team X Typing
Bookbinding Typesetting - Printing 4 (winner)

Team Y - Typing - Bookbinding 2

Team Z Typing Printing - - 2

5.3. Semi-Structured Discussion

In general, the participants were positive towards the game. “It was interesting”,
said participant A. “A nice experience. I liked that we had to pay attention not only to
the technical characteristics of sound, the pauses, the audio processing, but also to the
meaning of the words”, commented F. The other participants nodded in agreement about
this dual aspect of the game. “I also liked the backstory that we were spies, it provided
us with a nice context”, said E, who further suggested: “I would enhance the backstory
and the game in general through visual information, and maybe make it into an electronic
application”. Participant F added: “If you were to make it into a game application, many
things should be visualised through text or animation, there could be a specially designed
interface to listen to the files and insert the passwords and then unlock the final puzzle”,
with B suggesting that “maybe even have a narrator telling the backstory like in some
mobile apps”.

The discussion continued about features that in the participants’ opinion would
embellish or improve the game. “It would be nice to have a visual countdown or a limited
number of attempts”, suggested A. “You would then be motivated by more pressure”,
added E. “There could also be a reward system, for example fewer attempts means more
stars”, said G. “Or you could win more time and more hints”, commented participants A
and E. Participant C suggested “a loud feedback about right and wrong actions to make
the game more intense”, and G mentioned “better recording quality if you were to release
this game commercially”.

Most of the participants (5/7) agreed that they would play an audio game with
spuzzles again. “Yes”, said participants A, C, and E; “definitely”, said F; “of course”, said D.
Participant B, though, was negative regarding the idea and said, “I wouldn’t play a game
of puzzles, because I am not good at them, it doesn’t have to do with audio”, whereas G
“would play again a game of puzzles, but not audio ones”. The participants were asked to
elaborate. “I also had a weak internet connection”, said B. “The first puzzle was easy, but
then the game became increasingly difficult and one had to retain complex information in
their mind”, commented A. Her teammate E added, “the first puzzle we tried was easy.
When we listened to the rest we thought that there were different levels of difficulty and
we got lost”.

Then, each spuzzle was played back, and the participants were asked to elaborate on
the strategy they followed to solve them. Regarding the “typing” spuzzle, F explained,
“besides the voice there was this distracting sound of the typewriter, so I counted the
clickety-clack”. His teammate G “stopped paying attention to the voice, as soon as the first
clack was heard”. “We solved it the same way, it was in fact the first puzzle I listened to”,
commented A, whereas her teammate E had “first listened to all puzzles and noticed that
in one puzzle there is the clickety-clack, in another the sudden pauses, so when I listened
again I suspected it didn’t have to do with the words, but rather with their background.
What confused me was that some clacks were heard from the left and others from the right,
so maybe it had to do with panning”. “What can also confuse is that each clickety-clack
sound is double, one press and one release sound”, commented F, and C added, “the
two clacks were too close to each other”. “Coming from the speakers, the sounds were
clearer than from my headphones”, said G, but B disagreed. “I could tell that the double
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sound counts as one event, since I have had experience with a typewriter toy as a child”,
mentioned F.

Regarding the “bookbinding” spuzzle, E said, “this was a nightmare. We tried to count
the seconds of the audio effect’s duration, we also counted the amount of processed words”.
“We definitely noticed there was a change at some point”, added her teammate A, “but we
would never think to combine two one-digit numbers (3 and 1) into one two-digit number”.
“We solved it in a technical way, 3 voices into 1”, said F. “We solved it in a different way,
the words said that three sides are cut into one book”, commented C.

Regarding the “typesetting” spuzzle, F explained, “we didn’t notice anything technical,
so we kept notes of the numbers that can be inferred from the meaning”. B complained,
“this and all other puzzles required fantasy and I am not good at it”. E said, “I was on the
right track, but made a mistake in the calculation”.

In the “printing” spuzzle, participant D “couldn’t find any clues unlike in the other
puzzles”. “At first we counted the pauses” said F, and A agreed, saying, “we then noticed
that the pauses were always silencing the same letter”. “We found the clue we asked for
very useful”, added G.

In terms of difficulty, most of the participants agreed that the game was hard but not
too hard. “At first I was stressed, because I thought that the game would need musical
knowledge, but then I realised that it had to do with the perception of non-music sounds”,
said A, adding that the “difficulty had more to do with making logical connections, to
which sound was actually helpful”. Participant C agreed that “musical knowledge was
neither required nor developed, all one needed was their acoustic perception”. “And
attention”, added F, “you really need to focus”. “Yes, your full concentration was required”,
agreed C.

Asked about the connection mediated by the game between player and exhibit, partici-
pant B did not agree, suggesting that “this kind of puzzles could be designed for any artifact
or text whatsoever”. “It provided with some knowledge, but I think most of us focused
only on the necessary information to solve the puzzle”, said C. Participant A disagreed,
arguing that “there was a connection, for example in “Typing” there was the sound of the
typewriter, so you could assume that the rest of the puzzles build on similar relationships
to the exhibits”. Her teammate E added that “it wasn’t just a puzzle. There was both an
educational aspect of sound that can be applied to any subject, and specific connections to
the exhibits. These connections would be stronger if the game took place in the physical
exhibition space”.

Lastly, regarding the impact of human voice as the main carrier of game information,
participant F said that “it made the game more familiar compared to using a melodic
or abstract sound. In addition, if we had just to count the clickety-clack, it wouldn’t be
so interesting, there wouldn’t be a dialogue between sound sources of different nature”.
Participant A commented, “it was stressful to listen to the same voice over and over again,
but in the end it made the game better, you had to solve it to make the voice stop”. “Maybe
next time add more voices to choose from”, suggested E. “Nevertheless, I would remove
the three-voice effect, it drove me mad”, commented B, with G arguing for “less extreme
stereo panning”, and A disagreeing since “this was the best part”.

Figure 5 presents a short overview of the participants’ feedback.
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6. Discussion

Most participants (5/7) enjoyed the game and were positive towards a similar expe-
rience in the future. From the two participants that did not quite share this opinion, one
excluded the audio factor from his reasoning and admitted a general dislike of puzzles. The
other, even though he did not provide any explanation when asked, was critical throughout
the discussion towards the quality of the game’s audio recordings and not of the audio
puzzle mechanic (Figure 6). His critical attitude may be connected with a more general
stance exhibited by the whole group regarding high expectations of electronic games. How-
ever, most suggestions for game improvement were not related to audio-based gameplay
but to video game conventions, such as countdowns, rewards, and narratives, more so in
their visual form. This finding implies the impact of modern video game culture, as well
as the ocularcentrism of the electronic game industry. It also indicates that players are not
familiar with the act of playing only by means of the acoustic modality.
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There were two things that all participants agreed on: (1) the speech puzzles require
players to fully concentrate on the acoustic properties of incoming audio, and (2) this
challenge can be addressed by everyone regardless of their musical experience.

The state of concentration has been frequently connected to AG experiences, not
only in terms of a required condition for game progress but also as a skill that players
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can develop through the process [22]. Focusing on sound’s learning affordances, Bishop,
Amankwatia, and Cates, among others, report increased attention and the exclusion of
distractions, yet they argue that, however frequent, sound’s use in learning environments
deals with the literal conveyance of information, while neglecting the associative potential
that would facilitate a deeper study of the learning material [52]. The participants in
this research seemed to comprehend the multifaceted dimension of the game’s audio
content. They recognised and sought for other aspects of the audio content besides the
meaning of speech, such as background stimuli, disturbances, pauses, repetitions, and
stereo positioning. Afterwards, they discussed and criticised the perceived sound properties
in detail. Moreover, they seemed appreciative of the fact that the game’s mechanics relied
solely upon their acoustic perception and not their musical knowledge. This instilled a
feeling of justice in the experience, i.e., all players were equal, since all that was needed
was to employ one’s everyday listening skills. However, the authors see two sides in that
condition. On the one hand, the exclusion of musical requirements can indeed provide a
more open framework in terms of player address. On the other hand, it cannot be ignored
that the winning team was comprised of the two participants who felt the most confident
in their music and audio technology skills.

The implied assumption that a stronger background in the music and audio technology
fields results in better performance in audio puzzles needs to be thoroughly investigated
in the future. However, it must also be noted that none of the teams lost their focus on
the game goal. In fact, even Team Y, which had shown signs of frustration, was persistent
enough to solve their second puzzle just before the end. Participants’ commitment in the
game process despite its increased difficulty may be accounted for by the familiarity of
the human voice. Participants felt comfortable with, and in a stimulating way competitive
against, the notion of a talking person. This is aligned with findings in the literature about
the positive disposition of audio game players towards different in-game voices, because
they felt like they were getting to know real people [26].

In terms of the employed listening modes (Figure 7), the fact that all teams solved the
“typing” spuzzle quite early is indicative of the importance of causal listening. All partici-
pants were able to distinguish between two different sound sources, trace their causality,
and make connections to the exhibit. However, one could argue that the perception of the
clickety-clacks in the background does not relate to the acoustic properties of speech per
se. The spuzzles best suited to answering this would be the ones employing the reduced
listening mode. Judging from their performance, the sighted players of this research do not
seem less capable of coping with reduced listening than with semantic listening challenges.
In fact, only one team solved the semantic listening spuzzle “typesetting”, whereas two
teams solved the reduced listening spuzzles “printing” and “bookbinding”. Regarding
the latter, Team X solved it by employing just their reduced listening skills, whereas Team
Y relied mostly on their semantic listening skills. This demonstrates the flexibility and
creative freedom of the spuzzle design approach, which can target multiple listening modes
in parallel.

Combined with recording, editing, and processing techniques, human speech gains an
acoustic richness that listeners can engage with. All participants, even if they had not found
the solution to a spuzzle, could identify and discuss the nuances of its acoustic parameters
and possible ways to interpret them. This acoustic richness can provide a creative arsenal
for AG designers to shape complex audio interactions based on different listening modes.
A multitude of acoustic and musical aspects, like timbre, pitch, amplitude, rhythmicality,
etc., as well as a multitude of audio-processing effects, such as chorus, delay, pitch-shift,
distortion, etc., can be utilised towards meaningful gameplay and to address players’
acoustic perception. Therefore, the authors suggest that the creative use of recorded human
voice for puzzle design holds great potential to foster the exercising and development of
players’ listening skills.

Another issue that arose pertains to listeners’ experiential connection to the audio
content. The most ambiguous sound proved to be the clickety-clack of the typewriter, with
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some participants having difficulty in understanding the shape of one single event. The
participant who relied on his personal experience with a similar sound source successfully
identified the sound’s two-event morphology. This implies that players who are experien-
tially related to the sounds of an audio puzzle could have an advantage. To mitigate such
imbalances, it is the sound designer’s responsibility to shape a carefully designed audible
outcome with clear literal and/or metaphorical references. To achieve this, the real nature
of sound sources and sound events may have to be in some cases enhanced or augmented,
and in others questioned, distorted, or even redefined.
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7. Conclusions

In this paper, the authors have presented the spuzzles AG design approach to demon-
strate that the use of human speech in AG design is not restricted to the aspect of language
but can also include the acoustic aspect to shape complex audio-only interactions. Whether
in the form of raw recordings or processed through audio effects, speech can serve as the
material for audio puzzle gameplay that challenges players’ causal and reduced listening
modes, while retaining its semantic function, which is traditionally responsible for deliv-
ering the game’s instruction, description, and narration. Thus, acoustic or even musical
concepts can be literally or metaphorically connected to the sonified data.

The proposed design approach was investigated through a playtest session and a
semi-structured discussion with a focus group of seven students of audio-visual arts in
the context of an interactive multimedia course. The results have shown that the spuzzles
were well accepted, their acoustic richness perceived, the imposed need for concentration
identified, and their independence from musical knowledge appreciated. They were mostly
criticised because of their audio-only form, which does not match the visually oriented
standards of the video game industry.

The authors are aware of the limitations of their research, which can only provide pre-
liminary insights regarding the acceptance of this new AG design method. The participants
agreed that the spuzzles required their full concentration and that they could participate
regardless of their pre-existing musical knowledge. Combined with the existing literature
on the inherent features of audio interaction, these findings are a promising indication of
the spuzzles’ potential to exercise sighted players’ listening skills, and thus help them cope
with complex AG tasks. For a deeper investigation of this method’s educational efficiency,
as well as its potential to address sighted and visually impaired players alike, more targeted
and systematic research must be conducted in the future. However, the authors hope that
the prototype presented here will inspire AG designers and grant them with new creative
possibilities regarding the realisation of exciting audio-interactive experiences.
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